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dhamaal is an indian action film, directed by santosh sivan and produced by utv motion pictures. the
film stars ritesh deshmukh, arshad warsi, jaaved jaaferi, aashish chaudhary, and tinnu anand. it is a
sequel to dhamaal (2007) and is the third installment in the dhamaal series. total dhamaal is the
third installment in the dhamaal franchise. a hidden booty of 50 crore leads to a mad chase amongst
a bunch of greedy and eccentric characters. the odd mix includes a bickering couple on the verge of
a divorce, greedy siblings, local goons, a police commissioner and the mastermind of the loot. trains
ramming into cars, falling bridges, roaring wild cats and crash landing helicopters all add to the
action. the four characters who are worthless means of no use are the funny people from dhamaal
roy (ritesh deshmukh), adi (arshad warsi), manav (jaaved jaaferi) and boman (aashish chaudhry)
who have come back once more in this movie! these four characters are till now as stupid and idiot
as they were in their previous film. they do not believe in hard work and want to live easy life and
get everything without doing anything. however they are expert in telling lies and this is the only job
they have done till now and continue doing further. download total dhamaal (2009) hindi full movie
hdrip in 480p & 720p & 1080p with high speed google drive link. the short story of this movies is a
group of people learn about a hidden treasure and then they race to find it and claim it. this movie is
based on action, adventure, comedy.
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The story is simple, no much of plot but great comedy from start to the end, it features the four idiot
friends Ritesh Deshmukh, Arshad Warsi, Jaaved Jaaferi and Aashish Chaudhry as the hilarious four
clueless idiots. To be honest this movie is designed to be a nice addition in their comedy and an

opportunity for them to do an extremely hilarious comedy as they continue with the character that
they have set. After their break away from the industry they came to make another movie Dhamaal
and had fun doing a movie of such a comedy. Any great comedies movies to be in the list of great

comedies. The first half of this movie is just fantastic and hilarious especially when Adi is working on
the construction. It is extremely hilarious! The second half of the movie is great as it is almost like a
sequel to the movie. The characters in this movie are just to the same, they are just there to support
the films and to add some comedy to it. I felt that this movie should have been longer and the story

should have been more intense and concluded. However it is okay and is perfect for the entire family
especially kids. I liked the way each character is designed and like many other friends I wish the

story and characters of this movie were made better. The characters are not exaggerated, they are
simply too funny and the humor is great. You can say this movie is still based on their previous film

Dhamaal. The story is original but still is not interesting. If you are a fan of these four friends then by
all means you would love the movie. If you are a fan of the previous movie Dhamaal then you would

love this movie. If you are totally new to this four friends then it might be just fine for you as well.
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